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### Summary of Topic:
How to Deal with Heredity Traits Posted from Generation to Generation.

### Main Curriculum Tie:

### Required Materials for Lesson:
Blue cards in the Ethics Game.

### Background for Teacher:
Teacher should be aware of topics listed on the blue cards and ways student can deal with undesirable traits.

### Student Prior Knowledge:

### Intended Learning Outcome:
Student will learn of different ways they can deal with certain traits that may be passed on from generation to generation.

### Instructional Procedure:
- Students pick 4 cards (blue cards) from Ethics Game.
- Student will look at these genetic traits and list things they could do to help offset any undesirable traits. Example: high cancer risk – do not smoke, regular check-ups, etc.

### How to Measure Outcome:
Student will list 3 things they could do to help offset any undesirable traits.